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Abstract: N = 2 extended space-time supersymmetry in nine dimensions implies that the BPS
states corresponding to momentum and winding of either of the type-II superstrings compactified on
S 1 transform as inequivalent supermultiplets. This fact can be checked using world-sheet techniques,
and provides the physical basis for the connection between IIA superstring theory compactified on
a circle of radius R and IIB theory compactified on a circle of radius 1/R. Aspects of the duality
between M-theory compactified on T 2 and IIB theory compactified on S 1 follow from the structure
of N = 2, D = 9 supergravity. The coupling of N = 2, D = 9 supergravity to the BPS states is also
discussed.

In compactifications of the bosonic string theory on a circle of radius R, target space duality relates the theory obtained at radius R (we
use string units) to the theory compactified at
radius 1/R [1]. Both the spectrum and the interactions exhibit a symmetry under R → 1/R
combined with an interchange of momentum and
winding states and a change of sign of the leftmoving oscillators. This symmetry relates large
and small distances, so that R can be restricted
to the interval [1, ∞) and the theory appears to
have a smallest length set by the string scale.
At R = ∞ the theory decompactifies while at
the self-dual point R = 1 the winding and momentum states acquire equal masses and gauge
symmetry enhancement takes place. The heterotic string possesses the same kind of duality
symmetry [2]. In the case of the type-II string
theories, the situation is different. Duality is not
a symmetry, but it is expected to interpolate in a
continuous manner between two distinct ten dimensional Lorentz invariant asymptotic theories,
viz. the IIA and IIB superstring theories [3, 4].
In this contribution, we report on recent work
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[5] done in collaboration with B. de Wit, D. Lüst
and H. Nicolai. In that paper, a clear physical picture of IIA/B duality was obtained from
a consideration of N = 2, D = 9 space-time supersymmetry. The key observation is that, in a
compactification of either of the type II theories
on a generic space-time with one compactified
coordinate of finite radius, the winding and momentum states carry different space-time quantum numbers: in fact, they constitute inequivalent N = 2, D = 9 supermultiplets at any given
compactification radius. It follows that there are
no two radii at which the corresponding theories are identical, because their respective spectra are inequivalent; thus the different theories
are parametrized by the radius R in the interval
(0, ∞). Duality means that two theories that are
unrelated in the uncompactified space-time can
be viewed as different limits in this ‘moduli space’
of compactified theories. There is no symmetry
enhancement when the masses of momentum and
winding states become equal. Also, no conclusion
can be drawn as to the existence of a minimal
length from IIA/B duality alone. In the following, we summarize the results of [5] which lead
to the above picture of IIA/B duality, and com-
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chirality. Another characteristic feature is
the presence of a 56v spin representation.
This is the multiplet that comprises the
Kaluza-Klein states of IIA supergravity compactified on S 1 , which are the momentum
states of the compactified IIA string. Therefore this particular multiplet will be called
the KKA multiplet.

ment on further implications of N = 2, D = 9
space-time supersymmetry and supergravity in
the context of M theory/IIB string duality [6].
Consider the D = 9 supersymmetry algebra
in an N = 2 Majorana basis,
/ γ 0 )αβ + Z ij (iγ 0 )αβ .
{Qiα , Q†β j } = (P

(1)

We can decompose the central charge as
Z

ij

ij

ij

= M [ b δ + a (cos θ σ3 + sin θ σ1 ) ],
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• a = 0 and b = ±1 lead to the 28 -dimensional
multiplet (8v + 8c ) × (8v + 8c ) (together
with the conjugate multiplet). Here the
fermions have definite chirality (their partners in the conjugate supermultiplet carry
opposite chirality). Observe also the absence of 56v states. This supermultiplet
comprises the momentum states of the IIB
theory and therefore it will be called the
KKB multiplet.

(2)

where M is the rest mass of the representation
and σ1 , σ2 , σ3 denote the usual Pauli matrices.
The component proportional to b defines an SO(2)
invariant central charge, while the two components proportional to a rotate into each other under the action of the automorphism group SO(2).
The possible values for Z ij can be obtained
from a straightforward reduction of the ten dimensional supersymmetry algebra. In the conventions of [5], the ten-dimensional supersymmetry algebra {Q, Q̄} = −iPM ΓM is converted into
the nine dimensional algebra {Q, Q̄} = −iPµ γ µ −
P9 Γ11 . Hence the sign of the P9 term depends on
the chirality of the supercharge. The matrix Z ij
is proportional to (σ3 )ij for IIA theory, where one
has supercharges of opposite chirality, and proportional to δ ij for IIB theory, where the charges
have equal chirality.
To exhibit the BPS multiplets in nine dimensions we diagonalize the matrix (2) by an appropriate SO(2) transformation so that θ = 0. In
the rest frame the anticommutator (1) decomposes into four eight-dimensional unit matrices,
according to the decomposition 8c + 8s + 8c + 8s
of the thirty-two supercharges, with coefficients
equal to M times (1 + a + b), (1 − a − b), (1 −
a + b) and (1 + a − b), respectively. Unitarity
requires that all of these combinations be nonnegative, i.e. 1 ± a ± b ≥ 0. We have BPS multiplets whenever one of these coefficients vanishes.
We distinguish three basic cases (i. e. the smallest multiplets) according to their decomposition
with respect to the rest-frame spin rotation group
SO(8):

• ±a ± b = ±1 lead to multiplets comprising 212 states. In string theory, these are
mixed states containing both winding and
momentum and which have a nonzero oscillator number in order to satisfy the massshell condition. Hence they carry masses of
the order of the string scale. The smallest
multiplet associated with the lowest spins
decomposes as (8v + 8c ) × (8v + 8c ) × (8v +
8s ). Again there is a conjugate multiplet
when changing the signs of a and b.
In the literature one often finds the statement that the IIA and the IIB theories become
indistinguishable when viewed in a nine dimensional context, because the SO(7) decompositions
of the IIA and IIB massless multiplets coincide.
Although this is true, it is essential to understand
that the Kaluza-Klein momentum states for the
two theories remain different in nine dimensions:
for massive states in nine dimensions, the restframe SO(8) rotation group coincides with the
SO(8) helicity group for massless states in ten
dimensions.
It is furthermore important that the KKA
and KKB multiplets differ not only in their spin
decomposition, but also carry inequivalent charges:
a KKA supermultiplet carries a nonzero SO(2)
doublet charge while a KKB supermultiplet carries the SO(2) invariant charge. These charges

• a = ±1 and b = 0 lead to the 28 -dimensional
multiplet (8v + 8s ) × (8v + 8c ). Note that
this multiplet contains fermions of mixed
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are mutually exclusive for these multiplets (but
not for the ‘intermediate’ multiplets with 212 states).
This inequivalence is crucial for duality between
the two type-II superstring theories. Indeed, obtaining the other asymptotic theory in the decompactification limit relies on the fact that the
winding and momentum modes of a given type-II
theory at a given compactification radius constitute inequivalent representations and correspond
to different kinds of string states.
To see this, consider the two Majorana supercharges in type-II string theory, which can be
represented as contour integrals over world-sheet
operators:
I
I
dz
dz̄
Vα (z) ,
Vα (z̄) .
Q2α =
Q1α =
2πi
2πi
(3)
In the canonical q = −1/2 ghost picture the two
covariant left- and right-moving fermion vertex
operators Vα (z) and Vα (z̄) are given by [7] (omitting normal-ordering symbols)
Vα(−1/2) (z) = Sα (z) exp(− 12 φ(z)) ,
Vα(−1/2) (z̄) = Sα (z̄) exp(− 12 φ(z̄)) ,
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symmetry algebra for the IIA/B superstrings in
nine space-time dimensions
{Q1 , Q̄1 } = −iPµ γ µ − pL Γ11 ,
{Q2 , Q̄2 } = −iPµ γ µ − pR Γ11 ,
{Q1 , Q̄2 } = 0 ,

(5)

where Pµ denotes the nine-dimensional momentum and
I
m
dz
i ∂XL9 (z) =
− nR ,
pL =
2πi
R
I
m
dz̄ ¯ 9
i ∂XR (z̄) =
+ nR
(6)
pR =
2πi
R
denote the right- and left-moving zero-mode momenta in the compactified direction (with m and
n the momentum and winding numbers).
Comparing with the supersymmetry algebra
(1), the central charges are seen to be linear combinations of the internal left- and right momenta
pL and pR . In the IIA and the IIB theory the
central charge matrix Z ij takes one of the two
alternative forms (up to an overall sign),

(4)
Z ij = 12 (pL + pR ) δ ij + 12 (pL − pR ) (σ3 )ij IIB (7)

where φ(z) (φ(z̄)) is one of the left- (right)-moving
bosonized superconformal ghosts and Sα (z), Sα (z̄)
are the spin field vertex operators in the 16 or 16
chiral spinor representations of SO(9, 1). Note
that (4) is valid for both IIA and IIB string theory, as we refrain from using dotted and undotted
indices to indicate the chirality (it is understood
that a projection onto the corresponding chiral
subspaces has been made). The ten world-sheet
fermions ψ M (z) can be bosonized in terms of five
~ with the SO(1,9) vec~ as exp(i~λv · φ),
scalars φ
tor weights ~λv = (0, . . . , ±1, 0, . . .) (thus λ2v = 1).
The spin field operators Sα (z) can be similarly
~
~
or exp(i~λc · φ(z)),
expressed as exp(i~λs · φ(z)),
where ~λs and ~λc denote the two SO(9,1) chiral spinor weights (± 12 , ± 12 , ± 21 , ± 12 , ± 21 ), with
an even (odd) number of minus signs for the positive (negative) chirality (and λ2s = λ2c = 54 ).
The supersymmetry algebra can be computed
from the operator products between the vertex
operators (4) and their counterparts in the equivalent q = +1/2 ghost picture [5]. Taking contour integrals and converting to nine-dimensional
gamma indices, this yields the following super-

and
Z ij = 12 (pL − pR ) δ ij + 12 (pL + pR ) (σ3 )ij IIA (8)
This proves that the momentum and winding
BPS states constitute inequivalent supermultiplets. The IIA momentum states and the IIB
winding states are in the KKA representation,
while the IIA winding states and the IIB momentum states are in the KKB representation. This
ensures that the two decompactification limits
R → 0 and R → ∞ lead to different theories.
Moreover, it proves that type-II string compactifications on circles of different radii must be inequivalent. Also, it is clear that no symmetry enhancement will take place when the momentum
and the winding states have coinciding masses, as
these states are always distinctly different. This
is in accord with the fact that no gauge symmetry enhancement is possible in the conformal
field theory.
The emergence of different representations
for the momentum and winding states can also
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The result that the momentum and winding
states are in different supermultiplets can be independently derived from N = 2 supergravity in
D = 9 dimensions (together with some basic input from string theory). This theory is discussed
in [9]; here we exhibit the coupling of the ninedimensional gauge fields to the BPS states discussed above. Recall that the scalar sector is governed by an SL(2, R)/SO(2) non-linear σ-model,
which therefore exhibits an invariance under a
nonlinearly realized SL(2, R). In addition there
is an invariance under SO(1,1), which can be systematically understood from combining ordinary
dimensional analysis with scale transformations
on the compactified coordinate [10]. From the
IIB supergravity perspective, the SL(2, R) originates from the SL(2, R)/SO(2) coset structure
and the SL(2, R) symmetry which are already
present in ten dimensions [11]. From the perspective of eleven-dimensional supergravity [12],
on the other hand, these are just the ‘hidden’
symmetries obtained by reducing the theory from
eleven to nine dimensions on the torus T 2 . In
this reduction, the diffeomorphism symmetry in
the compactified dimensions is ‘frozen’ to a rigid
GL(2, R) = SL(2, R)×SO(1, 1) symmetry. Similarly, the full Lorentz symmetry in eleven dimensions is reduced to SO(1, 8) × SO(2) ⊂ SO(1, 10),
where SO(2) is converted into the R-symmetry
corresponding to the automorphism group of the
nine-dimensional N = 2 superalgebra (1). We
denote the bosonic fields of eleven-dimensional
supergravity by ĜM̂ N̂ and ÂM̂ N̂ P̂ . The bosonic
fields of IIA supergravity are denoted by GMN ,
CM , CMN , CMN P and φ, and those of IIB superα
, φα and AMN P Q . Here
gravity by GMN , AMN
the index α is associated with SL(2, R). The
fields of N = 2 nine-dimensional supergravity
are the metric gµν , three scalars σ and φα , three
abelian gauge fields Bµ and Aµα , two antisymmetα
and a three-rank antisymmetric
ric tensors Aµν
gauge field Aµνρ . We use the Einstein frame, so
that the metric is invariant under SO(1,1). The
scalar fields φα characterize the coset representative of SL(2, R)/SO(2). They satisfy a constraint
φα φα = 1 and are subject to local SO(2) transformations, so that they correspond to one complex field. The scalar exp(σ) will be defined as
G99 , the IIB metric in the compactified dimen-

be understood in terms of the corresponding covariant physical vertex operators for the KaluzaKlein and winding states in nine dimensions. Consider the Ramond-Ramond operators

exp ipµ XLµ (z) + ipL XL9 (z)

1
×ūα
L (p)Sα (z) exp(− 2 φ(z))

µ
9
(z̄) + ipR XR
(z̄)
× exp ipµ XR

×ūβR (p)Sβ (z̄) exp(− 12 φ(z̄)) ,
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(9)

where the 16-component spinors uL (p) and uR (p)
denote the chiral SO(1,9) spinor polarizations of
the left- and right-moving states (so that we have
implemented a GSO projection [8]) and the pµ
are the values taken by the nine-dimensional momentum operators Pµ . Applying the physical
state conditions which follow from requiring that
the operators (9) commute with the left- and
right-moving BRST operators reduces the number of physical spinor polarizations from 16 to 8,
so that the vertex operators (9) describe 8 × 8 =
64 states for given momentum. When combined
with the Neveu-Schwarz sector these states comprise full BPS supermultiplets.
In obtaining the SO(8) representations in accord with our earlier analysis, it is important
to realize that the chirality of the polarization
spinors is opposite to that of the corresponding Sα . Switching the relative chirality, e.g. by
changing the chirality of Sα (z), and correspondingly of uL , can be compensated for by assigning
an opposite momentum pL to that state, leaving
pR unchanged. This corresponds to interchanging the winding and the momentum numbers m
and n in (6), together with the interchange of R
with 1/R. So the states and the corresponding
supermultiplets remain the same; what changes
is only the notion of a momentum and a winding state. The mass-shell condition then tells us
that pL = ±pR , and depending on this sign, we
get either the same or different SO(8) representations from the physical state condition. Thus
winding and momentum states indeed constitute
inequivalent supermultiplets. In the decompactification limits R → 0 and R → ∞, one is left
with inequivalent supermultiplets as the mass of
one supermultiplet vanishes and that of its inequivalent counterpart is pushed to infinity.
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sion. The determinant of the eleven-dimensional
metric in the two compactified directions is then
equal to exp(− 43 σ).
Now consider the three abelian vector gauge
fields in the nine-dimensional theory, which decompose into a singlet and a doublet under SL(2, R).
Note that their origin is rather different when
viewed from the IIA and from the IIB side. The
singlet field is the graviphoton from the IIB side,
so it must couple to the IIB momentum states.
The doublet fields originate from the IIB doublet
of tensor fields, so they couple to the IIB winding states. It thus follows that the IIB momentum states constitute KKB states (by definition)
whereas the IIB winding states constitute KKA
multiplets. The second KKA charge can only be
understood beyond string perturbation theory;
the degeneracy in the winding states is due to
winding of fundamental and D-strings [13]. The
pattern is the same, but complementary on the
IIA side. Here the momentum states carry the
doublet charges, so they constitute (again by definition) KKA multiplets. Accordingly, the two
graviphotons originating from eleven dimensions
transform as an SL(2, R) doublet. The degeneracy in the momentum states can thus be understood from eleven-dimensional supergravity, as
the doublet charges find their origin in the T 2 on
which the theory is compactified. The winding
states couple to the singlet field, which originates
from the IIA tensor field. Hence the IIA winding
states constitute KKB multiplets. Alternatively
these states can be understood as eleven dimensional supermembranes [14] wrapped around the
M-theory torus [6], as these constitute the same
supermultiplets.
To see this last point, consider the supersymmetry algebra in eleven dimensions with a
membrane charge,
{Q, Q̄} = −iPM̂ ΓM̂ + 12 iZM̂ N̂ ΓM̂ N̂ ,

(10)

where we have eleven-dimensional momenta PM̂ ,
two-brane charges ZM̂ N̂ and 32-component spinor
charges. The ZM̂ N̂ can describe the winding of
a fundamental supermembrane over some compact space [15]. Upon reducing the algebra (10)
to nine dimensions and assuming that ZM̂ N̂ takes
only values in the two internal dimensions labeled
by M̂ = 9, 10, we obtain for the central-charge
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matrix Z ij ,
Z ij = Z9 10 δ ij − (P9 σ3 − P10 σ1 )ij .

(11)

Thus the BPS states associated with a membrane
wrapped around T 2 in eleven dimensions constitute KKB multiplets. Observe that this is crucial
for the duality between M-theory and IIB theory
noted in [6].
From the result (11), we can also deduce the
general BPS mass formula,
q
2 + |Z
(12)
M = P92 + P10
9 10 | .
For a supermembrane wrapped around a torus
with modular parameter τ ≡ τ1 + iτ2 and area A,
the BPS mass formula follows directly from (12)
and reads (in eleven-dimensional Planck units)
1
|q1 − τ q2 | + ATm |p| ,
M= √
A τ2

(13)

where Tm denotes the supermembrane tension,
q1,2 label the momentum modes on the torus
and p is the number of times the membrane is
wrapped (including orientation) over the torus.
This formula agrees with the one previously derived in [16] on the basis of a semi-classical approximation.
The above considerations suggest the construction of a nine-dimensional field theory consisting of N = 2 supergravity coupled to an infinite tower of BPS supermultiplets with a twodimensional charge lattice (q1 , q2 ) for the KKA
states and a one-dimensional lattice of charges
p for the KKB states. This theory encompasses
both eleven-dimensional supergravity (compactified on T 2 ) and IIB supergravity (compactified
on S 1 ). The usual T-duality is trivial for this
theory. It is not associated with any symmetry and only amounts to certain field redefinitions. The theory is free from inconsistencies in
each of these sectors separately and it is an interesting question whether such a ‘dichotomic’
field theory could be (classically) consistent to
all orders. In low orders of perturbation theory,
its short-distance behaviour should be relatively
mild as it can be viewed as a combination of
known supergravity theories. Of course, this is
not truly an effective field theory as the masses
of the various states will never be light simultaneously with respect to the string scale. The
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Although (14) does not include the contributions from the ‘intermediate’ BPS multiplets
which carry both the doublet charges qα and the
singlet charge p, the analysis can be straightforwardly generalised to accommodate them. An
interesting question is whether such supermultiplets play a role in certain threshold calculations
in toroidally compactified M-theory to which only
BPS multiplets are expected to contribute (see
e. g. [17, 18] for reviews). We hope to return to
this issue elsewhere.

theory is manifestly invariant under SO(1, 1) and
under SL(2, Z). The latter is the integer-valued
subgroup of SL(2, R) that leaves the charge lattice of the KKA states invariant. There is a formulation in which the SL(2, R) is linearly realized, also in the presence of the BPS states. In
that case the massive fields transform only under the local (composite) SO(2) and not directly
under SL(2, R). However, the KKA fields have a
minimal coupling with respect to qα Aα
µ , which,
in order to remain invariant under the integervalued subgroup, requires the charges to transform covariantly under this subgroup. The KKB
fields have a minimal coupling to p Bµ , which is
SL(2, R) invariant.
It should be clear that the theory will exhibit ten- or eleven-dimensional Lorentz invariance only in certain limits. For the KKA states
with charges qα , and KKB states with charge p,
respectively, the BPS mass formula in the ninedimensional Einstein frame is given by
M = mKKA |qα φα | + mKKB |p| ,
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